Rotary Brander Models RBW and RB

Rotary Branders can be custom designed to suit most any application. Test your products at any of our Technical Centers worldwide.

Model RBW top-side brander mounts to an existing conveyor.

Model RB self-contained, unit for top, bottom or two-sided branding.

Model | A Belt Width | B Overall Width
--- | --- | ---
RBW-20 | 29” | 46”(1209)
RBW-24 | 24” | 52”(1321)
RBW-30 | 30” | 58”(1473)
RBW-40 | 40” | 68”(1727)

Model | A Belt Width | B Overall Width
--- | --- | ---
RB-20 | 20” | 67”(1702)
RB-24 | 24” | 71”(1803)
RB-30 | 30” | 77”(1956)
RB-40 | 40” | 87”(2215)

Remote combustion control cabinet dimensions: 14” D x 24”W x 78”H (356 D x 610 W x 1981 H)

Dimensions are rounded to the nearest inch/millimeter.

Constant improvement and engineering innovations mean these specifications may change without notice.
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Rotary Brander

Continuously brand grill marks on meats, poultry, seafoods and vegetables for an appetizing finish.

Brand top, bottom or both sides
Choose from single and two-sided branders for formed and naturally shaped products.

Custom markings
Diamond patterns and other custom markings can be ordered instead of standard parallel grill marks.

Easily adjustable
Quickly set branding height for different products. If branding is not required, the grill roll can be raised clear of the product.

Floating ring roll
This option uniformly brands chicken, shrimp, vegetables and other products of irregular thickness.

Control branding color
Adjust branding depth and speed to suit product requirements.

Built to USDA standards

From products coatings and cooking, through freezing and packaging, Heat and Control supplies the complete system.